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About This Game

An island, shrouded with darkness and clouds of mystery, is your only hope for salvation.

In this first-person horror game, your character, an engineer in search for his fiancee, arrives at the suspicious island you’ve only
ever heard about. When your boat suddenly breaks, you are trapped on the island. You must hunt down the materials on your list

to rebuild your boat while also searching for your missing fiance so you can leave as quickly as possible.

But soon, it’s evident that it’s not going to be that simple. And as a strange blue light shines over your figure, the one thing you
can do now is run and hide.

Maybe you’ll survive… if it doesn’t find you.
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Title: Nystagmus
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
LGDC
Publisher:
LGDC
Release Date: 17 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel or AMD processor, 1.6GHz or better

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, SM 3.0-compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible, 16-bit

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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eyeball bro popped up like 20 times in the same spot, I wasn't able to leave that area because he kept reappearing... good thing I
only spent a dollar.. I bought this game because people from my school made it and i thought it would be kinda tacky, but wow.
I'm extremely impressed. Spooked within the first hour. Soundtrack is great. Wow wow wow.. This game was pretty good for
the price. The atmosphere was great and I found the story fairly interesting. However, there are some things the developers need
to fix in a patch. The map geometry is clearly broken. I suspect that the visual geography of the map was shifted off of the
barrier colliders. This allows you to clip through the map and cliff edges many times, and there is lots of floating grass or signs.
This is bad and breaks the immersion. Also, there are some performance issues in the larger areas and when looking at fires.
Once this stuff is fixed I think Nystagmus will be a solid game!
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